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A Definition: The act of ending your 
working career.

 It’s not that simple
 Often not simple in small business and for certain not in 

farming
 May be simple and quick if farm is sold

Most of us will look for something that eases us out of the 
farm business



The Opinion of an Observer

My views and opinions come primarily from 35 years of 
doing Farm Business Planning 
 600 plus cases
 Everything from debt-stressed situations to expansions 

involving land and buildings 
 I do not do formal research
 I do, however, usually ask clients about their farm and 

personal goals. 



I am a “Somewhat Retired” farmer 

 Sold the third generation family farm to the fourth 
generation four years ago

 I have gone from “management” to “labour” as a result 
and that’s OK.

 I still do some consulting and show up at the farm when 
asked or when it’s convenient.



Retirement Killer Mistakes

 No Plan - written or otherwise
 Secrets and No One is Talking
 No Common Vision of What Retirement Should Look Like
 Not Being able To Deal With Life Changes in retirement. 

Can make planning difficult as well as enjoying that 
phase of life

 Not Doing it Soon Enough



No Plan

 A formal succession usually triggers some retirement 
planning

 Many of us are deniers that anything in the near term 
might trigger this. Think accident, sickness, insolvency or 
worse

 I have witnessed too many with a long retirement ahead 
and perhaps not enough net worth to get to 60



Secrets and No One is Talking

 Power of Attorney(s) (Personal and Property)and Estate 
Trustee(s)named and do they know they have been 
appointed?

 Who else knows?
 Family knowledge is high, medium or low on the 

contents of wills? Succession plans and estate 
distribution is known?

 Secrets result in surprises and often is hard on family 
relations.



No Common Vision

 Is there a common vision of what retirement will look like
 Each may wish to do different things some of the time. 

Do you need agreement on the shared activity?
 Discussion may be hard to start, especially if one 

partner’s hobby is the same as the job



Not able to deal with Retirement’s 
life changes. Could include:

 Loss of work routine
 Loss of family home and property
 Loss of community
 Loss of personal identity
 Loss of favourite special interest or hobby



Not doing it soon enough

 No rules or perfect answers here. Timing needs to match 
goals

 Not very good if retirement happens due to sickness. 
Some things cannot be planned

 Retirement earlier in good health better than later in 
poor health.



Suggested Best Practices

 Start early
 Have a high quality succession Plan
 Develop a common vision of the future
 Be protective of your net worth
 Don’t give the farm away
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